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As the giant panda continues to face the threats

that endanger its survival, the work of The Hong

Kong Society for Panda Conservation (HKSPC)

strongly adheres to its mission, 'to ensure the survival

of the giant pandas' and goals, 'to encourage

community participation through education, and

continue the studies on the giant pandas and their

habitat that contributes to their health, viability and

survival'.

The arrival of the precious gift from the Central

Government of China, giant panda ambassadors, 'An

An' and 'Jia Jia', not only brought excitement and

honour to the Territory, but also heightened the

awareness of the plight that this endangered species

is  enduring.  In March 1999, Ocean Park Corporation,

custodian of 'An An' and 'Jia Jia', established HKSPC

in recognition of the urgent need for more work to be

done in order to ensure giant pandas' survival.  In the

past years, Ocean Park has generously contributed

administrative and financial support to help fund

HKSPC's activities.

HKSPC is a registered independent charitable

organisation and its work is led by the Director and

administered under the supervision of a board of

Trustees and Scientific Advisory Committee.  On the

scientific front, efforts are focused on the grass-roots

level of working with the local communities in China

to ensure a natural habitat that meets the giant

panda's needs.  Locally in Hong Kong, public events

are organised to disseminate conservation messages

and also to encourage people to make a difference

simply by taking good care of the environment.

Mission Statement and Background
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In March 2000, The Hong Kong

Society for Panda Conversation

(HKSPC) celebrated its f irst

anniversary .  While mankind has

entered into a new and advanced

era, our own unsustainable use of

resources continues to pose

serious threats to the natural

habitats and endangered species

on earth.  One of these endangered

animals is the giant panda.

Found naturally only in China, the

giant panda is a national treasure

and a f lagship species for

conservation.  HKSPC was set up

in March 1999 as an independent

charitable organisation after two

giant pandas, An An and Jia Jia,

were given to the people of Hong

Kong by the Central Government

of China.  An An and Jia Jia have

b e c o m e  o u r  c o n s e r v a t i o n

ambassadors as hundreds of

people and tourists visit them at

Ocean Park every day.  They play

a key role in arousing higher public

awareness and support of the need

to protect the giant panda and its

natural habitat, the bamboo forests

of the Sichuan,Gansu and Shaanxi

provinces.

Since its establishment, HKSPC

has been actively engaged in a

range of activities in fulfilment of its

mission to ensure the survival of the

giant panda and the conservation

of some of China's precious

biodiversity and natural resources.

I am pleased to report that HKSPC

made good progress in our work

in the year 2000-2001.   A Strategic

Workshop was held on 20 April

2001 with participation from

Trustees and the management of

HKSPC.  We collectively laid down

clear directions and initiatives for

HKSPC to pursue.  This was an

important step forward in helping

HKSPC align its activities with its

mission and goals.

HKSPC also continued its effort in

community education work and

scientific research studies on the

giant panda and its habitat.   In

particular, we have embarked on

an exciting project to support the

Mabian Dafengding Nature

Reserve in Sichuan.  Mabian was

only recently opened to the rest of

the world and needs assistance to

preserve its 30 pandas in the

reserve.   HKSPC is developing a

conservation action plan and is

conducting studies to understand

the needs of the pandas, the

habitat as well as the community

of Mabian.

Community education has always

been an indispensable element of

HKSPC's conservat ion work.

Therefore,  HKSPC str ives to

g e n e r a t e  g r e a t e r  p u b l i c

understanding and participation in

our conservation work through

v a r i o u s  p u b l i c  a w a r e n e s s

programmes.  Besides organizing

r o a d s h o w s  a n d  e d u c a t i o n

programmes, we had our first Panda

Day on November 5th, 2000 in

Ocean Park .   I t  was a very

successful event in spreading

conservation messages to the

public, thanks to the support from

HKSPC's ambassador Jackie Chan,

Yip's Children Choir, staff of HKSPC,

the boy scouts and many other

volunteers.  We look forward to

organising more of these fun-filled

community events in Hong Kong.

Message from the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
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HKSPC also continued its

e f f o r t  i n  c o m m u n i t y

educat iona l  work  and

scientific research studies

on the giant panda and its

habitat.
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HKSPC had a rewarding year but

we should not be complacent

because panda conservation is a

long journey and we need your

continued support.  On behalf of

the Board, I would like to express

heartfelt thanks to our honorary

advisers, fellow trustees, scientific

advisors, Ocean Park and staff of

HKSPC for their dedication to the

work of HKSPC and our private

and corporate donors for their

generous contributions, without

which the work of the Society

would not be possible.

Let's continue to work hard so that

our children and the generations

to come can live in harmony with

nature and all the species on earth

with us today, including the

adorable giant panda in China.

Eddie C.K. Lee, JP.

Chairman, Board of Trustees
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Message from Society Director
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G reeted at the border with a

sip of wine and a colourful

dance, visiting the Mabian and

Dafengding Panda Reserve was

anything but ordinary!  We had

driven down from Chengdu; the

well-paved highways had given

way to rural country and rough

roads hours before.  This was our

first introduction to the warm and

gracious Yi tribal people.  We

w o u l d  s e e  t h e i r  b r i g h t l y

embroidered black velvet jackets

and friendly smiles often through

the next few days.

Our first order of business was to

deliver tents and sleeping bags to

the head office in Mabian, a small

village some three hours down the

mountain from the reserve.  We

stayed that night in the small village

of Mabian before heading up to the

reserve the next morning.  The air

was crisp with hints of snow at the

higher elevations.  We were

already at the reserve's buffer area,

but needed to climb to 2,000

metres to its entrance.

Switch back roads clinging to

steep hillsides of well planted

crops slowly made their way up the

mountain.  I was struck at how

difficult life was for these people.

No motorised equipment could

help them till the soil, plant the

crops or harvest them.  It looked

impossible to even walk at that

a n g l e !   I  h e a r d  h o w  t h e

government was contemplating

relocating these Yi farmers down

to the city into apartment blocks

with running water, electricity and

television but it was hard to

imagine these people leaving the

land, the open spaces and the

homes where they had lived for so

many generations.

Yet this was the only solution so

far to protect the panda reserve

and to expand it back down the

mountain, closer their normal

range of 1200 metres.  How could

the Society help to find an alternate

solution?

In Papua New Guinea, a small

precious tree kangaroo was

rapidly finding itself on the list of

endangered and then highly

endangered spec ies!   The

Conservation Breeding Specialist

Group was asked to help.  They

gathered together scientists who

specialised in the biology and

ecology of this particular tree

kangaroo, the tribal folks who lived

nearby and hunted them and also

g o v e r n m e n t  o f f i c i a l s  a n d

businessmen.  For not only were

these tree kangaroos over-hunted,

but  a mining company was

planning to build a big road right

d o w n  t h e  m i d d l e  o f  t h e i r

diminishing habitat!

tÜÉêÉ=ÄÉÑçêÉ=ïÉ=ïçìäÇ

àìëí=ÉñÅäìÇÉ=éÉçéäÉ=Ñêçã

íÜÉ=éêÉëÉêîÉÇ=ä~åÇë=~åÇ

ë~ó=?açåDí=qçìÅÜ>?=ïÉ=åçï

ãìëí= ÑáåÇ= ~= ï~ó= íÜ~í

ÅçããìåáíáÉë=~åÇ=éêÉÅáçìë

ëéÉÅáÉë=äáîÉ=áå=Ü~êãçåóK
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Once all the stakeholders were

together, the scientists explained

the situation and the importance

of this precious species and also

the other threatened species living

amongst the tree kangaroos in the

forest.  The stakeholders told of

their concerns and their needs,

too.  With the help of a facilitator,

they worked out a solution to save

these tree kangaroos.   The tribal

people would have a moratorium

on killing this, their preferred tree

kangaroo; the mining company

could move their road over five or

so kilometres, out of the precious

habitat, the Government would

regulate the hunting at sustainable

levels and the tribal people would

begin to farm tree kangaroos in

order to maintain a sustainable

population.

Conservation solutions are not

always easy answers or so easily

solved.  Where before we would

just exclude people from the

preserved lands and say "Don't

touch!" we now must find a way for

communi t ies  and prec ious

species to live in harmony.  We

m u s t  i n s p i r e  t h e s e  s a m e

communities to take up the role of

s t e w a r d  f o r  t h e i r  d i v e r s e

biodiversity.  For if we don't take

care of the wild animals for our

children and their children to see,

who will?

I would like to take this opportunity

to thank those who have already

begun to feel the responsibility for

this task, the volunteers who give

their time and passion to help us

at our fundraisers and our first

Panda  Day ,  i nc lud ing  ou r

Trustees.  I would also like to thank

my dedicated staff; Momo Chan,

Timothy Ng, Queeny Yuen and

Jessica Wong.  And of course,

Ocean Park for the leadership to

begin this endeavour and the

financial support to see it through.

We could not have accomplished

any of this without them!

Thank you!

Suzanne M. Gendron

Society Director
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Snow capped mountain.
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Report on Supported Projects
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Giant Panda Nature Reserve
Adoption Programme: Mabian
Dafengding Nature Reserve,
Sichuan, China.
Background of Mabian Dafengding Nature

Reserve

Mabian Dafengding Nature Reserve was established

in 1978 and was upgraded to National Grade status

in 1994. Mabian Dafengding is a small nature reserve,

about 300 km2 in the south west of the Sichuan

province, in the autonomous region of the 'Yi' tribe in

Liangshan. According to the giant panda national

survey report published in 1989, Mabian Dafengding

Nature Reserve is home to a wild population of over

30 giant pandas, that interacts with similar sized

population of pandas in the nearby counties such as

Meigu and Leibo.  The livelihoods of the local

communities, particularly that of the 'Yi' tribal

communities, traditionally rely on farming activities,

such as animal herding and gathering of forest

produce.

The overall goal of this long-term adoption nature

reserve programme is to help the local communities

of Mabian, whose l ives are affected by the

establishment of the nature reserve, to develop

sustainably in harmony with the nature reserve.  By

working closely with China's State Forestry

Administrat ion (SFA) and Sichuan Forestry

Department (SFD), HKSPC will assume a facilitative

role in influencing and facilitating at policy level

development and conservation plans that will benefit

the local communities, the giant pandas and the nature

reserve.

Preliminary Survey

In September 2000, HKSPC carried out a community-

based preliminary survey in Mabian in collaboration

with China Exploration and Research Society (CERS).

The purpose of the survey was to collect baseline

information on Mabian's social, cultural and economic

status.  Cultural understanding is particularly

important as the communities that adjoin to the nature

reserve predominantly belong to the "Yi" minority tribe.

All information gathered will be used to formulate

future work plans in Mabian.

During the 14-day study, questionnaires, interviews and

discussions were carried out with the local governmental

agencies and communities.  Results show that the local

communities have very low income and their livelihoods

rely on traditional farming activities, including animal

herding and harvesting of forest produce, such as

bamboo shoots.  These activities are carried out in

proximity to the nature reserve.  The threat of damage

to the nature reserve itself is evident, particularly as seen

in the eroded surfaces of the nearby mountains from

mining activities.

Landscape of Mabian.
�� !"#$
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Participants at the GIS workshop.  Photo by CBSG
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Official Visit to Mabian

In April 2001, a member of HKSPC board of Trustees

and the Society Director made an official visit to

Mabian.  Meetings held with the officials of SFA, SFD

and regional governmental agencies have further

enhanced the working relationship in the nature

reserve adoption programme.  HKSPC's proposed

future projects in Mabian were well received by the

officials.

Donation of Camping Gear

Camping gear is crucial for reserve staff to patrol in

the wild.  With the generous donation of camping

equipment from Wah Shing Sports Trading Company

Limited (Nikko), including tents, sleeping bags and

large backpacks, the reserve staff is better equipped

and protected against the harsh and wild working

environment.

R e m o t e  S e n s i n g / G e o g r a p h i c a l

Information System (GIS) for Panda

Habitat Monitoring Training Workshop

Organised by Conservation Breeding

Specialist Group (CBSG)

This workshop was held in June 2001 in Wolong

Nature Reserve and was co-funded by HKSPC and

other conservation-minded organisations. the

*Conservation Breeding Specialist Group (CBSG)

organised this workshop to provide GIS training to

over forty staff from seven different nature reserves in

China.  Under the sponsorship of HKSPC, Mabian

Dafengding Nature Reserve field officers also

participated in this workshop.  The advance

knowledge and skills on GIS can help them better

organise and display immense amount of data on

pandas and their habitats, so that the meaning of the

data can be fully realised.The GIS Database will help

further enhance the existing wildlife monitoring and

management strategies of all the participating

reserves.

Education Materials for the China

Research and Conservation Centre for the

Giant Panda

HKSPC donated a series of bilingual educational

panels for permanent display at the China Research

and Conservation Centre for the Giant Panda of

Wolong Nature Reserve.  From these displays, visitors

to the centre from around the world can learn more

about  the  g ian t  panda and ga in  deeper

understanding on the threats that endanger its survival

in the wild.

*CBSG is an international conservation organisation dedicated to
protecting the planet's biodiversity. It is part of IUCN - the World
Conservation Union.
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Report on Supported Projects
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Educational panels being displayed at the China Research and
Conservation Centre for the Giant Panda.
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Report on Public Awareness and Fundraising Programmes
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Website Homepage Design Competition

To help raise awareness of giant panda conservation

and promote learning amongst students through the

Internet, a homepage design competition for the

HKSPC website was held in September 2000.  This

event was organised in collaboration with Cable &

Wireless HKT Schoolteam (Asia) Ltd., whilst South

China Morning Post sponsored feature promotional

articles in two issues of the Young Post.

The First Panda Day

The First Panda Day, themed "Home Grown - Grow a

Better Home for Pandas", was held in November 2000,

with invaluable support from Ocean Park, Radio and

Television Hong Kong, and a team of enthusiastic

scouts.  It was a significant event in generating

support for the work of HKSPC and disseminating the

messages of giant panda conservation and

environmental protection.

Amongst the special guests present on that day were

HKSPC's Chairman, Mr. Eddie Lee, Trustee Members,

Honorary Advisors and Panda Ambassador, Mr.

Jackie Chan.  The event was also graced by the

beautiful singing of Yip's Children's Choir.  Winners

of the homepage design competition were rewarded

for their hard work with prizes presented on stage by

Mr. Jackie Chan.

During the official ceremony, HKSPC's work in Mabian

Dafengding Nature Reserve was introduced to the

audience through a short video presentation.  HKSPC

Director, Ms. Suzanne Gendron, highlighted the

importance of working with the local communities

living near the giant pandas' natural habitat in order

to ensure harmonious co-existence between man and

nature .

Mr. Jackie Chan and winners of the Homepage Design Competition.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./

The First Panda Day.
�� !"#$%&
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Stamp Sale

Following Hong Kong's Government's official launch

of  the panda stamp sale in  Apr i l  1999 to

commemorate the grand opening of Ocean Park's

Giant Panda Habitat, the limited edition stamp items

continue to be sold in the Park's gift shops.  The

proceeds of the sale go directly to supporting

HKSPC's scientific and public awareness activities.

�� !"#

�� !"#$%&'$(%)*+,-./0001

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234%

�� !"#$%&'()*"+,-./01234

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123

�� !"#$%

��� !"#$%&�� !"#$%&'()*+

�� !"#$%&"#'()*+,-./012

��� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.�/0123

�� !"#

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234

�� !" #$%&'()*+,-./0"12

�� !"#$%&'()*+%,-./0123

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234

�� !"#$%&'�(�)*+,�-.

�� !"#$%&'()*+,- !./012

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.+/012$

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-*./0"#$

�� !"

Panda stamp items were well received by the public.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./

The honourable guests officially launched the Signature Wall Programme.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./

HKSPC's Ambassador, Mr. Jackie Chan, helped disseminate the
message of panda conservation.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./
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�Friends of the Pandas�Signature Wall

Programme

This donation programme was officially launched

during the First Panda Day and it provides an

additional channel to generate donations to support

HKSPC's activities.  In appreciation and remembrance

of the donors' generosity, their names or company

logos are inscribed on the signature walls.

There are two categories of yearly sponsorships in

this programme.  The Corporate Donation Scheme is

for sponsorships of HK$45,000 or HK$65,000.  The

name plaques of donors are displayed inside the

entrance of The Hong Kong Jockey Club (HKJC) Giant

Panda Habitat in Ocean Park.  The Bamboo Wall

Donation Scheme is for sponsorships of HK$2,000.

The donors' names are engraved on the leaves of the

bamboo mounted on the exterior of the HKJC Giant

Panda Habitat.

Report on Public Awareness and Fundraising Programmes

�� !"#$%&

New bamboo wall.
�� !"#$%

�� !"#�� !"#$

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234 

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345

�� !"#$%!"#&'()*+,-./012

�� !"#$%&#'()*+,-./01234

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012$34

�� !"

Website

The HKSPC website, www.hkpanda.org began

operation in June 2000 and so far has served over

24,000 visitors.  Besides providing fun and engaging

information about the giant panda, the website has

also recruited a team of keen and helpful volunteers

who have provided much needed support in HKSPC's

public events during the year.

�� !

�� www.hkpanda.org�� !"""#$%&'

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123&4

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0

HKSPC's homepage
�� !"#$%&'
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International Day of Disabled Persons

At the invitation of the Joint Council for the Physically

and Mentally Disabled and the Hong Kong Council of

Social Services, HKSPC took part in the International

Day of Disabled Persons in December 2000.  This

celebratory event was held at the Machperson

playground in Mongkok, Kowloon, where HKSPC has

an information booth with panel displays and a panda

eye-patch finger printing game to arouse people's

interest in the giant panda and awareness of the

threats that this endangered species face for survival.

�� !"

�� !"#$%� &$'(#$)*+,-.$/

�� !!!"# $%&'()*+,-./01

�� !"#$�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.#/01234

�� !"#$%&'()*+,

Public Exhibitions

Two exhibitions were held in February and March 2001

at New Jade Plaza and Taikoo City Plaza.  These

exhibitions consisted of informative panel displays for

visitors to learn about the giant panda and HKSPC's

conservation efforts.

�� !

�� !"#$$%&#'()'*+,-./012

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345

�� !"#$

In-Park Donation Boxes and Panda

Merchandise Sale

Visitors to Ocean Park can buy giant panda themed

souvenirs throughout the Park and the proceeds of

the sale of these gifts are generously donated to

HKSPC by Ocean Park.  In addition, the donation

boxes placed within the Park continue to be well

supported by caring visitors.

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-

�� !"!#$%&'()*+,-./01234

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-."/�01)2

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0

Public exhibitions to disseminate the message of panda conservation.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-

International Day of Disabled Persons
�� !"
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Looking Ahead

�� !

Giant Panda Nature Reserve Adoption

Programme: Mabian Dafengding Nature

Reserve, Sichuan, China.

Based on the findings of the preliminary survey, it was

identified that further investigations are required on

the socio-economics of the region, the ecological

status of the nature reserve,  and the interaction

between the local communities and the nature reserve.

Therefore, two projects are planned and the results

of which will contribute towards formulating an overall

conservation and development strategy for Mabian.

Through the interviews with the reserve staff in the

preliminary survey, it was confirmed that training in

monitoring and patrolling is required to strengthen the

existing reserve management and enhance capacity

of the staff force.  Therefore, a training workshop, with

the instructions of experts in the field of wildlife

monitoring and patrolling, will be provided to Mabian's

reserve staff.  A knowledgeable, well-trained and

dedicated team of reserve staff will not only provide

the protection the reserve's biodiversity needs, but it

can also help implement conservation projects in such

a way that they truly benefit the nature reserve, as

well as the peripheral communities.

A pilot study focusing on a smaller area within Mabian

is also needed to gain in-depth and specific

information of the communities in the area, and to

identify suitable development projects.  Yong Hong

township is selected as the pilot site owing to its

proximity to the Mabian Dafengding Nature Reserve

and the lives of the peripheral communities are

intimately associated with the nature reserve.

Village kids who collect bamboo shoots.�� !"#$
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Meeting with local officials to discuss future
conservation works in Mabian.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0�

�� !"#$

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345
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The Trustees have pleasure in submitting their report together with the audited accounts for the year ended
30th June 2001.
�� !"#$%&'(()*+,-./0*1234!56789:;<=>

Principal Activities�� !
The Society was established by a Trust Deed on 17th March 1999. The principal activities of the Society are
primarily for the study and preservation, conservation and assistance in the protection of wildlife throughout
the world, in particular of giant pandas and their habitat both in the wild and in captivity throughout the world
and particularly in the People's Republic of China.
�� !"#$%&'()#***+,-./0123�� 456789:;<:;=>�?;@ABC

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./�0123456�7

Accounts ��

The results of the Society for the year are set out in the income and expenditure account on page 20.
.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0$%()123

Trustees�� 
The Trustees of the Society in office during the year and up to the date of this report are:
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012

The Hon.Henry King-cheong Wu, B.B.S.
�� !" B.B.S.

Mr. Ng Sek Hon, JP
�� !"#$

Ms. Jill Robinson, MBE
�� !"#MBE

Mr. Eddie Lee, JP (Resigned on 30th June 2001)
�� !"#$ (��  !"#$%&'())

Mr. Randolph F. Guthrie
�� !"

Mr. Matthias Li
�� !"

Trustees act in an entirely honorary capacity and have received no emoluments in the period under review.
No Trustee had, during or at the end of the year, any material interest in any contract of significance to the
projects managed by the Society.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123�456*+,76*+89:;<=>?@A*BCDE

�� !"#$%

Auditors�� 
The accounts have been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers who retire and, being eligible, offer themselves
for re-appointment.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123425-6789:3;<=>?@AB7C

The Hon. Henry King-cheong Wu B.B.S. �� !"B.B.S.
Chairman, for The Hong Kong Society For Panda Conservation as Trustee
�� !"#$%&'()%*+

27th September 2001  ��� !"#�$%&

Trustees' Report

�� !"
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We have audited the accounts on pages 20 to 23 which have been prepared in accordance with accounting
principles generally accepted in Hong Kong.
�� !"#$%�& 20 � 23�� !"#$ !%&'()*+�,-./012

Respective responsibilities of trustees and auditors �� !"#$%&'()
The Hong Kong Society For Panda Conservation Trust Deed requires the Trustees to prepare accounts
which give a true and fair view. In preparing accounts which give a true and fair view it is fundamental that
appropriate accounting policies are selected and applied consistently.

It is our responsibility to form an independent opinion, based on our audit, on those accounts and to report
our opinion to you.
�� !"#$%&'()*+&',-./0123456789./01234567:;<-=>?@

�� !"#$%&'()*+� !",

�� !"#$%&'(�")*+,-./0123456+789:;<=>

Basis of opinion�� !"
We conducted our audit in accordance with Statements of Auditing Standards issued by The Hong Kong
Society of Accountants. An audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts
and disclosures in the accounts. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates and judgments
made by Trustees in the preparation of the accounts, and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate
to the Society's circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.

We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we considered
necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance as to whether the
accounts are free from material misstatement. However, this Society, in common with many other charities of
similar size and organisation, derives a substantial proportion of its income from voluntary donations, the
completeness of which is not susceptible to independent audit verification. Accordingly, verification of voluntary
donations was limited to the amounts recorded in the Society's records. There were no other satisfactory
audit procedures that we could adopt to confirm that all voluntary donations were properly recorded. In
forming our opinion we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the accounts.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
�� !"#$%&'(!)'*+,-� ./012�3452�6789:;<=><�?@A*B 

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345&6789:;<=4>?&@9ABCDEFG@&

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345

�� !"#$%&'(�)*+,-./012�� !3456789:;<4=>,.?@0ABCDE

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234567-89:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJ-K

�� !"#$%&'()&*+,-./0123456789:;<=->?+,@ABC��DE F

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345678!9(:;<=>?@AB�#CDE1FG6

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234567�� !89:;<,=�>?#@ABCDEF

�� !"#

Qualified opinion arising from limitation of audit scope �� !" - �� !"#$%
Except for any adjustments that we might have been found to be necessary had we been able to obtain
sufficient evidence concerning the completeness of voluntary donations, in our opinion the accounts give a
true and fair view of the state of the Society's affairs as at 30th June 2001 and of its deficit for the year then
ended.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123'4567&89:;-</=>"#$%?@>ABCD

�� !"#$%&'()*+,--./0123456789:;<=>?@4A/B8CDE

PricewaterhouseCoopers �� !"#$%&'(
Certified Public Accountants �� !"#$
As Honorary Auditors �� !"

HONG KONG, 27th September 2001  �� !""#$%&!'()

To The Trustees Of The Hong Kong Society For Panda Conservation
�� !"#$%&'()

Auditors' Report

�� !"
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Income And Expenditure Account

�� !"

20

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2001  �� !!"#$%&'()#*

Period from
17th March

 1999 (Date of
Year ended  Establishment)

30th June  to 30th June
Note 2001 2000

�� HK$ HK$
Income �� �� ��

Donations received �� ! 1,365,531 2,552,590
Interest received �� ! 68,590 31,515
Merchandise sales �� ! 25,470 476,599

1,459,591 3,060,704

Expenditure ��

Cost of sales �� !"# 23,327 263,736
Staff costs �� ! 427,139 116,795
Legal fees �� ! 43,666 107,610
Direct costs of donation activities �� !"# 439,051 26,358
Project expenses �� ! 246,900 -
Show and exhibition �� !" 190,058 -
Promotion expenses �� ! 108,400 -
Depreciation �� 30,042 268
Others �� 130,066 22,945

1,638,649 537,712
(Deficit)/Surplus for the year/period �� (��)/ ��  5 (179,058) 2,522,992

A statement of recognised gains and losses is not presented as the only component of this statement is the
(deficit)/surplus for the year/period.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./(��)/�� !"#$%&'()

�� !!"#

�� !"

�� 

��   !

�� !"(�� )

���� 
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AS AT 30TH JUNE 2001 ��� !"#$%&

Note 2001 2000
�� HK$ HK$

�� ��

Fixed assets �� ! 3 193,856 15,786

Current assets �� !

Bank balances and cash �� !"#$ 1,528,435 1,654,339
Interest receivable �� ! 4,086 3,920
Stock �� 777,527 807,415
Current account with �� ! "

   Ocean Park Corporation    �� ! 4 813 80,130
Sundry debtors �� !"# 1,772 -

2,312,633 2,545,804

Current liabilities �� !

Accounts payable �� ! 62,555 38,598

Accruals �� ! 100,000 -

162,555  38,598

Net current assets �� !"# 2,150,078 2,507,206

Net assets �� ! 2,343,934 2,522,992

Capital fund ��

Accumulated funds �� ! 5 2,343,934 2,522,992

Mr. Henry Wu King-cheong, B.B.S. �� !"B.B.S.
Chairman, for The Hong Kong Society For Panda Conservation as Trustee
�� !"#$%&'()%*+

27th September 2001  ��� !"#�$%&

Balance Sheet

�� !"
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1. Status of the Society  �� !
The Hong Kong Society For Panda Conservation is a registered charitable trust established in
Hong Kong on 17th March 1999. The Society is managed by a Board of Trustees and administered
by an Advisory Committee.
�� !"#$%&'()***+,-./0123��4567'89:;<=>$%?@;

�� !"#$%&'�� ()*+,-.

2. Principal Accounting Policies �� !"#

(a) Basis of preparation �� !
The accounts have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles
in Hong Kong and comply with accounting standards issued by the Hong Kong Society of
Accountants.The accounts are prepared under the historical cost convention.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./$%+,01+23*+,4.567�89:;<=>

�� !"#$

(b) Revenue recognition �� !
Donation income is recognised on a cash basis.
Interest income is recognised on an accruals basis.
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when the goods are delivered to the customers
and the title has passed.
�� !"#$% &'(

�� !"#$%&'!()

�� !"�#$%&'()*+,-./012

(c) Fixed assets�� !
Fixed assets are stated as cost less accumulated depreciation and are depreciated at rates
sufficient to write off their cost over their estimated useful lives on a straight line basis. The principal
annual rates are as follows: Furniture and fixture over 5 years

Computer equipment over 5 years
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123456789:;3#$<=>?@A()8B

�� �� !" �� !

�� ! �� !

(d) Stocks ��

Stocks are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost is calculated on the first in
first out basis. Net realisable value is determined on the basis of anticipated sales proceeds less
estimated selling expenses.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012/345#$067689:;5

�� !"#$%&'()*+,%&'-.%/0

(e) Taxation ��

The Society is exempt from Hong Kong taxation under Section 88 of the Inland Revenue Ordinance.
�� !"#$%& 88�� !"#$%&'()*+

(f) Translation of foreign currencies �� !
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated at exchange rates ruling at the transaction dates.
Monetary assets and liabilities expressed in foreign currencies at the balance sheet date are
translated into Hong Kong dollars at the rates of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date. All
exchange differences are dealt with in the income and expenditure account.
�� !"#$%&'$%()#*+,-./01234-5�� 67#8 /0912&'

�� !"#$%&'()*+%,-./012)3456789:#;$%/

Notes To The Accounts

�� !
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3. Fixed Assets �� !
Furniture Computer

and fixture Equipment Total
�� !" �� ! ��

HK$ HK$ HK$
�� �� ��

Cost ��

At 1st July 2000 ���� !"#$ - 16,054 16,054
Additions �� 169,530 38,582 208,112
At 30th June 2001 ��� !"#$%& 169,530 54,636 224,166
Accumulated depreciation �� !

At 1st July 2000 ���� !"#$ - 268 268
Charge for  the year �� !" 19,758 10,284 30,042
At 30th June 2001 ��� !"#$%& 19,758 10,552 30,310
Net book value as ��� !"#$%&

at 30th June 2001 �� ! 149,772 44,084 193,856
Net book value as ���� !"#$%

at 30th June 2000 �� ! - 15,786 15,786

4. Current account with Ocean Park Corporation�� ! "#$%&
2001 2000
HK$ HK$
�� ��

Balance as at the start of the year/period �� ! 80,130 -
Donation from Ocean Park Corporation �� !"#$%& 1,041,572 2,111,398
Stamp sales by the Park
   on behalf of the Foundation �� !"#$% 25,130 350,960
Expenses paid by the Park �� !"#$%&

   on behalf of the Foundation �� !� (904,162) (1,127,660)
Payments made during the year/period �� !"#$% (241,857) (1,254,568)
Balance as at the end of the year/period �� ! 813 80,130

5. Accumulated fund �� !
2001 2000
HK$ HK$

Balance as at the start of the year/period �� ! 2,522,992 -
(Deficit)/surplus for the year/period ��(��)/ �� (179,058) 2,522,992
Balance as at the end of the year/period �� ! 2,343,934 2,522,992

6. Approval of accounts �� !

The accounts were approved by the Trustees on 27th September 2001.
�� !"#$$%&'(#)*+,-./012

Notes To The Accounts

�� !
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Organisation Structure of

The Hong Kong Society for Panda Conservation

�� !"#$%&'
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The Hon. Henry King- Cheong Wu, B.B.S.
�� !", B.B.S.
Member, Board of Directors, Ocean Park Corporation.
�� !"#$%&

Mr. Ng Sek Hon, JP
�� !"#$

Member, Board of Directors, Ocean Park Corporation.
�� !"#$%&

Ms. Jill Robinson, MBE
�� !"#, MBE
Founder and Foundation Executive Director,
Animals Asia Foundation.
�� !"#$%&'"#()*+

Mr. Eddie Lee, JP(Chairman - resigned on 30th June 2001)
�� !"#$ (�� - ��  !"#$%&'())
Member, Board of Directors, Ocean Park Corporation.
�� !"#$%&

Mr. Randolph Guthrie
�� !"

Chief Executive, Ocean Park Corporation.
�� !"#$%

Mr. Matthias Li
�� !"

Director, Finance and Administration, and Corporation Secretary,
Ocean Park Corporation.
�� !"#$%&'()* +,-

Members Of The Board Of Trustees

�� !"#!
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PATRON ��  :

The Hon. Donald Y. K. Tsang, JP
�� !", �� !

AMBASSADOR ��:

Mr. Jackie Chan
�� !

HONORARY ADVISORS �� !:

Mr. Martin Barrow, CBE, JP.
�� !, CBE, �� !

Mr. Denis Bray, CMG, CVO, JP
�� !", CMG, CVO, �� !

Mr. Ronald Carstairs
�� !"

Sir Kenneth P. F. Fung, CBE, JP
�� !", CBE, �� !

Dr. Hari N. Harilela, OBE, LLD, JP
�� !", OBE, LLD, �� !

Mr. Robert C. Y. Kwan, JP
�� !", �� !

Mr. Leo T. H. Lee, GBS, LLD, JP
�� !", GBS, LLD, �� !

Sir Roger Lobo, JP
� �� , �� !

Prof. Brian Morton, OBE, JP
�� !", OBE, �� !

Mrs. Anthea Strickland
�� !"

Dr. Raymond Wu
�� !"

Ms. Alex S. K. Yau
�� !"
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Mr. Deng Xiang Sui �� !"

Director and Senior Engineer, Wildlife Conservation
Division of Sichuan Forestry Department, P.R. China
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01223

�� !"# (W)

Ms. Suzanne M. Gendron (Chairman)

�� !" (��)

Director, The Hong Kong Society for Panda
Conservation. Director, Zoological Operations and
Education Division, Ocean Park Corporation.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,+-./01#2

�� (W & C)

Michael Hutchins, PhD

Director, Conservation and Science, American Zoo
and Aquarium Association, U.S.A. (W)

Mr. Lay Chik Chuen �� !"

Assistant Director (Conservation), Agriculture,
Fisheries and Conservation Department.
�� !"#$%#&'(�� !) (W & C)

Dr. Donald Lindburg

Head, Behaviour Division for the Centre for
Reproduction of Endangered Species, Zoological
Society for San Diego, U.S.A. (W & C)

Professior Li Guang Han �� !"

Professior and Director, Chengdu Research Base of
Giant Panda Breeding, P.R. China
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234

(C)

Mr. Liu Wei Xin �� !"

Ex-Deputy Chief Engineer, Beijing Zoo, P.R. China.
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./ (C)

Mr. Liu Yong Fan �� !"

Vice General Director, Department of Wildlife & Forest
Plant Protection, Ministry of Forestry, P.R. China
�� !"#$%&'()*+#,%-+./0102

(W)

Dr. Susan Mainka
Deputy Coordinator, Species Survival Plan for the
IUCN, Switzerland  (C)

Mr. Meng Sha �� !

Deputy Director, CITES Management Office, P.R.
China
�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123 (W)

Professor Pan Wen Shi �� !"

Professor and Director, Giant Panda Conservation &
Research Centre, College of Life Science, Beijing
University, P.R. China
�� !"#$%&'()*+(,-. (W)

Dr. David E. Wildt

Head,  Reproduct ive Sciences Programme
Conservation & Research Centre,National Zoological

Park, U.S.A.  (W)

Professor Zhang Hemin�� !"

Deputy Director of China Research and Conservation
Centre for the Giant Panda, Wolong Nature Reserve,
P.R. China
�� !"#$%&'(&)*+,-./0�$./

�� !"#$%&' (C)

W = members of the Wild Panda Committee

(�� !"#$%):

C =  members of the Captive Panda Committee

(�� !"#$%&')

Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC)

�� !"
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HKSPC is immensely grateful to the generous support of the donors and sponsors listed below. Their

contributions have made our work possible in ensuring a future for the giant panda.

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234567819��4:;<,=>?@1ABCDEFGH

�� 
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HKSPC also thanks the many individuals whose

names are not listed here and who have made

contributions at different times during the year. Your

contributions are very much appreciated, thank you!
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*Sponsorship of a range of Nikko camping gear (including tents,
sleeping bags and backpacks) for use of Mabian Nature Reserve
staff to carry out patrolling and monitoring operations.
*�� !"Nikko�� !�� !"#$%&'()�� !"
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The Hong Kong Society for Panda Conservation

Ocean Park, Aberdeen, Hong Kong
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�� Tel: 2873 8704  �� Fax: 2553 5840

�� E-mail: hkspc@oceanpark.com.hk ��
�� Website: www.hkpanda.org




